
RELATIONSHIPS, RELEVANCE, AND 
RIGOR:
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SCHOOL HOUSE

Phil Byers, Sandalwood Elementary School
Christina Byers, Milbrook Elementary School



Phil’s School

 Sandalwood is located in Essex, Maryland.



Christina’s School

 Milbrook is located in Pikesville, Maryland



Our School away from School

 Centrally located in Towson, Maryland



Phil’s Kids

Sandalwood Demographics Sandalwood Students
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Christina’s Kids

Milbrook’s Demographics Milbrook Students
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Our Kids: Hope and Julia Byers



What we have in common…besides 
two daughters
 Teachers who were working hard, but independent of 

each other
 Teachers who were teaching the same regardless of 

who was in front of them.
 Teachers with a “surface level” of content 

understanding impacting students’ abilities to acquire 
necessary content and skills.

 Missed students
 “This kid just can’t do it.”
 “This kid just doesn’t care.”
 “This kid just doesn’t have home support.”



It takes a village? Great line…but what are the 
villagers supposed to do?

Students who feel they have a relationship with their 
teacher or a member of the school community 
consistently outperform those who do not.

Relationships



Building Relationships with Students

 Providing professional development
 Setting goals
 Providing opportunities

 Weekly meetings
 Homework clubs
 After school clubs
 Lunch bunches
 Environments: “hand scheduling students” for 

relationship purposes not just academic



Building Relationships as a Staff

 Moving from, “we’re friends” to “we’re colleagues”
 Providing opportunities for collaboration and 

professional development
 Scheduling



Schedule to Foster Collaboration



Students’ needs are teachers’ needs: developing 
teachers in a way that is relevant to their 
students’ needs.

Professional Development



Professional Development: Relevance



Professional Development: Content

The smarter 
we are, the 
better we 
teach.

 The balance of content and pedagogy. 
 Understanding State Curriculum 

expectations 
 Focusing on the enduring learning and 

planning for student understanding of 
that learning

 Align resources to State Curriculum 
expectations, not curriculum to resources.

(This will prepare for Common Core).



Professional Development: Job 
Embedded
 Co-Planning

 Meeting in content groups (vertical or horizontal)
 Identifying student needs
 Consulting state expectations and discussing the 

implications of those expectations to instruction
 Designing aligned assessments
 Determining how to impart the 
enduring learning
 Planning lessons
 Evaluating effectiveness 



Professional Development: Job 
Embedded

 Lesson Studies
 More than just finding good strategies
 Experiment with alternatives to the “pure version”

 Allows conversations for differentiation
 Supports reflection on the cause and effect relationship 

between teaching and learning
 “When you did _____________, the students __________.”



Professional Development: Job 
Embedded

 Instructional Models
 Mentors, Exemplary Teachers, Leadership Team, etc
 Reviewing a model plan
 Watching implementation of the plan
 Reviewing and reflecting
 Co-planning
 Co-teaching
 Planning alone
 Teaching alone



Professional Development: Job 
Embedded

 Co-Teaching
 The merge of content experts
 Special Education
 English Language Learners



This isn’t about knowing what the star looks 
like, but more about how to reach it.

Rigor



Rigor: The Beginning 

Teachers’ 
expectations 
become 
students’ 
expectations

 Expectations 
 Teachers
 Students

 Identifying students’ needs 
 Skill level (reading, math)
 Barriers to learning (environment and 

organic)

 Aligning instruction to those needs



Rigor: Teacher Expectations

 Know the bar; it is already high
 Commit to believing everyone will reach the bar
 Commit to learning ways to provide support so all 

students reach the bar
 Understand the causes of students not reaching the 

bar and adjusting appropriately



Rigor: Student Expectations

 Developing “I can” mentality
 Opportunities to re-learn
 Small groups
 One-on-one
 Intervention
 Celebration of success



Rigor: Knowing Student Needs

 What do you look at?
 Multiple sources (aka triangulation)
 Quantitative and qualitative



Rich Data Analysis



Rich Data Analysis



Data Reflection and Discussion



Rigor: Aligning to Student Needs

 Collective analysis
 What does this mean?

 Student performance
 Whole-child implications (attendance, behavior, etc)

 What are we going to do about it?
 Instructional 

 differentiation, questioning, independent and critical 
thinking, communication

 Intervention
 Layers of support (Referrals as a result of analysis)

 Build the structure to promote success



The job of the villagers is to develop strong relationships, foster relevant 
growth, and consistently maintain high expectations for the entire school community.

Relationships, Relevance, and Rigor
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